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SUBNORMAL OPERATORS QUASISEVULAR

TO AN ISOMETRY1

BY

WILLIAM W. HASTINGS

Abstract. Let V = K0 © Vx be an isometry, where V0 is unitary and K, is

a unilateral shift of finite multiplicity n. Let S = S0 © 5, be a subnormal

operator where S0 © 5, is the normal decomposition of S into a normal

operator S0 and a completely nonnormal operator S,. It is shown that 5 is

quasisimilar to V if and only if S0 is unitarily equivalent to V0 and 5] is

quasisimilar to V¡. To prove this, a standard representation is developed for

n-cyclic subnormal operators. Using this representation, the class of subnor-

mal operators which are quasisimilar to K, is completely characterized.

0. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to study quasisimilarity within

the class of subnormal operators. Two Hubert space operators A and B are

quasisimilar if there exist operators X and Y which are one-to-one, have

dense range, and satisfy XA = BX and A Y = YB. Quasisimilarity was in-

troduced by Sz.-Nagy and Foia§, who gave a simple characterization of the

class of operators which are quasisimilar to a unitary operator [13]. They also

showed that if A is quasisimilar to a unitary operator W, then there is a

one-to-one correspondence between the hyperinvariant subspaces of A and

the hyperinvariant subspaces of W. In general, it is known that if A and B are

quasisimilar and A has a hyperinvariant subspace, then so does B [7],

An operator S is subnormal if S has an extension T to a larger Hubert

space on which T is normal. Let ju be a positive, finite Borel measure with

compact support in C and let i/M be the operation of multiplication by z on

H2(n), the closure in L2(u) of the polynomials in z. Up to unitary equiva-

lence, the operator U^ is the most general cyclic subnormal operator. If m is

Lebesgue measure on 9" = {z: \z\ = 1}, then H2 = H2(m) is the classical

Hardy space and Um is the unilateral shift. A measure u is of type S if

(1) /i is carried by {z: \z\ < 1},
(2) the restriction of /x to 5" is absolutely continuous,
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(3) flog(dfi/dm) dm > — oo.

Recentíy, S. Clary proved that U^ ~~ Um if, and only if, ju. is of type S [3],

[4]. In this paper we will extend his result by replacing Um by more general

isometric operators.

Each Hubert space operator A has an orthogonal decomposition A = A0 ©

Ax, where A0 is normal and Ax is completely nonnormal. By completely

nonnormal we mean that the restriction of A, to a reducing subspace is never

normal. Let S and S' be subnormal operators with decompositions S0 © 5,

and S¿ © Sí, respectively, and suppose S and S' are quasisimilar. We will

show that S0 and S¿ must be unitarily equivalent. It is not necessary, however,

that Sx and S{ be quasisimilar even if S' is an isometry. On the other hand, if

S[ is the unilateral shift of finite multiplicity n, then we will conclude that S,

and S{ are quasisimilar.

This brings us to the question of which subnormal operators are quasisimi-

lar to the shift of multiplicity n. Such an operator must be «-cyclic. An

operator A on a Hubert space H is «-cyclic, or cyclic of finite order n, if there

is a set of n vectors {x„ . .. , xn) c H such that the smallest subspace of H

invariant under A and containing {xv . . ., xn) is all of H, while no set of

n — 1 vectors has this property. An «-cyclic subnormal operator has an

«'-cyclic normal extension where n' < n. Using this fact, a standard repre-

sentation is developed for «-cyclic subnormal operators. This model allows us

to characterize the class of subnormal operators which are quasisimilar to the

shift of multiplicity «.

1. Notation and definitions. All operators considered here are bounded

Hubert space operators. An operator X is quasiinvertible if X has dense range

and no kernel. If two operators A and B are quasisimilar, we will write

A —— B or A-B via (X, Y), where X and Y are quasiinvertible opera-

tors such that XA = BX and A Y = YB. If A and B are unitarily equivalent,

then we will write A = B or A sa B via X, where X is unitary and XA = BX.

We will implicitly use the following facts concerning quasisimilarity

throughout this paper.

Lemma. Suppose A: H —» H, B: H' —» H' andX: H —» H' are operators such

that X has dense range and XA = BX. If A is n-cyclic, then B is cyclic of order

at most n.   □

Corollary. If A-B and A is n-cyclic, then B is also n-cyclic.

Let S be a subset of H. The smallest invariant subspace of A : H —» H

which contains S is denoted (D\i(6 ; A). Similarly, the smallest subspace of H

which contains S and reduces A is denoted 9l(S ; A). If S = {x,, . .., xn}

is finite, then we write ?Hl(x„ .. ., xn; A) and 9l(x„ ..., xn; A) for

<DH(S, A) and 9l(S, A), respectively.
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By measure we will always mean a positive, finite measure on the Borel

subsets of C. We will say that a measure /i is carried by a Borel set E if

¡i(C \ E) = 0. The support of a measure ¡i, denoted supp ¡i, is the complement

of the union of all open sets of /x-measure zero. The measure ju. restricted to a

Borel set E is the measure ¡i\E defined by n\E(F) = p(E n F). We will be

particularly interested in measures which are carried by D, where D = {z:

\z\ < 1}. If it is such a measure, then we will write ju^, for /i|?. (Recall that 5" is

the boundary of D.)

Let n be a measure with compact support. Let W : L2(p) -»L2(p) be the

operation of "multiplication by z". Thus (W)lf)(z) — zfiz) for each / £

L2( fi). Up to unitary equivalence the operator W is the most general cyclic

normal operator. For / and g in L2( u) we will write (/, g)M for their inner

product and ||/Mfl for the L2(u)-norm of/.

2. Normal operators. We collect here some properties of normal operators

which we will use in later sections. The above representation for cyclic

normal operators generalizes to the noncyclic case as follows.

Let  ft = (/i„ . . . , n„)   be   a  finite   sequence   of  measures.   Let  F =

(/i> • • ■ >/„) aQd G = (gi.g„) be measurable functions mapping C into

C. We will say that F = G a.e. [p.] if fj = gj a.e. [/t,], 1 < j < n. This defines

an equivalence relation on the set of such functions, and, following the usual

custom, we will ignore the distinction between a function and the equivalence

class to which it belongs. Let L2(p.) be the set of (equivalence classes of)

measurable functions F: C -» C such that

f   " 1 1/2

[Sjl&f**]   <~, (i)

where F — (/,,... ,f„). Using the left-hand side of (1) as norm, L2(p)

becomes a separable Hubert space. Define an operator W^. L2(p) -> L2(j¿) by

(WpFXz) = zF(z) = (zfi(z).zfn(z)).

These definitions may also be made for an infinite sequence of measures

M — (Mi> M2> • • • )• IQ tiüs case we consider functions F = (fvf2, • ■ •) map-

ping C into the space of sequences of complex numbers and assume each fj is

measurable.

Lemma 2.1. A normal operator T: K -> K is n-cyclic if, and only if, n is the

smallest integer for which there exist « vectors xv ..., xn G K such that

K = %(xv ...,x„; T).

Proof. Suppose T is «-cyclic and suppose K = 9l(x,,..., xy, T). Let

x, = x„ and let x¡ be the orthogonal projection of x¡ into

K 0 9t(x„ ..., x,.,; T),       2<i<j.
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Choosey such that ^¡t(y¡; T) = 9l(x,.; T) (cf. [1, Theorem 6]). We have

9KJ(yv . . . ,yy, T) d 9l(x,; T) © • • • ©9l(x,.; T) = K.

Therefore, n < j.   fj

Lemma 2.2. Let ¡i = (/t,, . . ., p„) be a sequence of measures. The following

statements are equivalent:

(1) Wp is n-cyclic;

(2) there exists a nonzero measure v such that v <SC pj, 1 <j<n;

(3) there exists a Borel set E such that Pj(E) > 0 and pj\E <K ¡ik, 1 < j,

A < «.

Proof. Suppose W is «-cychc. For each/, 1 < j < « — 1, we may write

(i„ = vJa + Vjs, where vja < pj and vjs J. |L. Let £^ be a Borel set such that

vJs(C \ i^) = /*/£}) = 0, and set EJ = supp /t, \ Ey Let

fj = (0, . . ., 0, x>;, 0, .. ., 0, Xe,),        1 < j < n - 1.

Both (0,. . ., 0, 1, 0, . . ., 0) and (0, .. ., 0, Xe) are in %{Ff, W¿. Let
n-\

E =  U   $•
j-i

It follows that (1, 0, ... , 0), (0, 1, 0, . . ., 0), . . ., (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0) and

(0, . . . , 0, xe) are au elements of 91 (F„ . . . , F„_1; W¿. Since

9l(F„ . . ., F„_x; WJ ¥= L2(jt), we must conclude that p„(C\ E) > 0. By

construction, pJs(C \ E) = 0, 1 < j < « — 1. Therefore, the measure juj0£

satisfies statement (2).

Now suppose the measure v satisfies (2). Let £ be a Borel set such that v is

carried by E and v and pj\E are mutually absolutely continuous. Then

Pj\e « ' < M*U * /**>

and /i/£) > 0 because r(£) > 0.

Finally, suppose there is a Borel set E satisfying statement (3). Let v = pl\E

and note that pj\E and v are mutually absolutely continuous. Suppose L2(p)

= 91 (Fv .. ., Fn,; W^. As shown in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we may

assume that

9l(F,; W¿-L <%(Fk; Wj,      j ¥> k.

Because of this orthogonality condition we may conclude that there are

measurable functions gjk such that

gnFl + ■ ■ ■ +gjsFn. = (0,. . ., 0, 1, 0, . . ., 0),       l</<«      (2)

(the "1" appearing in the/th position). Let A(z) be the matrix (g¡j(z)). Then

the equations (2) imply that A(z), considered as a linear transformation from

C into C, is surjective for almost every (with respect to v) z. This is possible

only if «' > n. Therefore W^ is «-cychc by Lemma 2.1.
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Theorem 2.3. Let T: K-^> K be a normal operator on a separable Hilbert

space K. Then there exists a sequence of measures p = ( u„ ftj,.. . ) smcA that

u, » /tj » ... and T sa w . If T is cyclic of finite order n, then we may take

p = (pl,...,pn).

Proof. See [2, Theorem 10.3]. The last statement of the theorem follows

from Lemma 2.2.   fj

Let T: K -» K be normal. One result of the spectral theorem is that for

each x G K there exists a unique measure vx such that

(Px, Tkx) = fzJzk dvx(z).

In addition, there is a unitary operator V: K -* L2(vx) such that Vx = 1 and

TWd - WH   via V.

If K is separable, the measure vx may be found as follows.

Lemma 2.4. Let T: K—> K be a normal operator on a separable Hilbert space.

Suppose TsiWp via the unitary operator V, where p = (u„ p^,. .. ). If

Vx = (fuf2, ■ ■ ■), then vx is defined by

7-1

In particular, if p, » /ij » . .., /Ac« vx <L pv

3. Subnormal operators. We now turn to the relationship between a subnor-

mal operator and its minimal normal extension. Suppose 5: H -* H is

subnormal and «-cyclic with minimal normal extension T: K—*K. It is easy

to show (see Theorem 3.2) that T is «'-cyclic, where «' < n. That «' can be

smaller than « is demonstrated dramatically in the following

Example 3.1. Let r be Lebesgue area measure restricted to D, and let

H„ = 9H(1,M2,_M2"; Wr). Note that if s +j, then (z^z^, zs\z\2')T = 0

for 0 < A, t < n. Let Tn = WT\Hn. It is easily checked that {M2*}^ spans

ker 72". Hence, (ran Tn)~ has codimension n + 1, and it follows that T„ is

(« + l)-cyclic. On the other hand, the minimal normal extension is cychc. If

H» - ( U  HH\      and   Tx = »>„,

then Tœ is a subnormal operator which is not finitely cyclic flzl2* £ ker 7^

for each A > 0) even though its minimal normal extension is cychc.   □

In view of Theorem 2.3, the subnormal operator S is unitarily equivalent to

the restriction of W to a subspace H of L2(p) for some sequence of measures

p = (u„ . .., p„,). Since S is «-cychc, there exist « elements F,.F„ of H

such that H = ^(F,, . . ., F„; W^. In order that this information be useful,

we must know something more about F,,..., F„.
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Theorem 3.2. Suppose S: H ^> H is subnormal and n-cyclic with minimal

normal extension T: AT -» K. Then T is n'-cyclic, where «' < n. Furthermore,

there exist a sequence of measures p = ( ft,, .. ., p„.) and elements Fx, ..., Fn

of L2(p.) with pk+l <K pk, 1 < A < ri, and

F, = (1, 0,. .., 0),

F2 - (*21, 1, 0,..., 0),

^ = 0rVi,--.>'rV,«<-i>l)> (3)

such that S sa »gÄ, where H = 91t(F,,.. ., F„; W¿.

Proof. Choose n vectors x„ . .., x„ in H such that H = 91t(x„ . . . ,xn;

S). Since T is the minimal normal extension of S, we have K =

9l(x,, .. ., x„; T). By Lemma 2.1, T is «'-cyclic, where «' < «. Define xfc as

in the proof of Lemma 2.1. Of course, one of the vectors xk may be zero. On

the other hand, by reordering the set {x,,.. ., x„} if necessary, we may

assume that xx, . . ., x„. are not zero, while (if «" < «) x„.+1 = • • • = x„ —

0. For 1 < A < «", there exist a measure pk and a unitary operator Vk: ?fi(xk;

T)-*L2(pk) such  that  Vkxk = 1  and  T\9gi.Ti m WH  via  Vk. Let ft =

(Mi_- ft,-)   and   define   V:   K -» L2(ft) "by   F^y, © • • • ffijv) =
(F,.y,, . . ., F„..y„.), so that T sa f»^ via F. Let F* = Fx*. By construction

F,,. . ., F„„ have the form of (3) with «' replaced by «". If H =

<Dlt(F„ .. ., F„; W¿, then S m WJ*.
For arbitrary choice of the set {x,.x„} it may happen that «" > «'

(see the following example). We will show, however, that the set {x„ . . ., x„)

could have been chosen in such a way that pk+l < pk, 1 < A < «". This

assumption will imply (Lemma 2.2) that W^ is «"-cychc. Since T is «'-cychc,

we will have «' = «", and the proof will be complete.

The basic idea is first to modify x, so that with its new value, pk < ft,,

2 < A < n". Next, x2 is modified so that ju.A «: /ij, 3 < A < «", and so on. We

will illustrate this procedure for this case «" = 3. Choose a3 ** 0 such that

11 + ^fel > 0 a-e- [ P^]' an(i men choose a2 =?*= 0 such that 11 + a2(\¡/2l +

"s'rSi)! > 0 a.e. [ ft,]. Now, replace x, by x, + o2x2 + a2a3x3. This has the

effect of replacing /t, by u', where

dp\ =|1 + a2\b2l + a2a3^3X\2dpl +|a2|2|l + a^fdp^ +\a2a3\2dp3.

This replacement will also effect the definitions of x2 and x3 as well as the

measures p2 and p3 and the functions \¡/Jk. The important fact is that with the

new definitions of pv p2 and p3 we have p2 «: ft, and p3 < pv

If ri > 1, we may still assume that x2 ¥= 0 by interchanging x2 and x3 if

necessary. Choose ß3¥= 0 such that 11 + ß3ip32\ > 0 a.e. [ uj, and replace x2
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by x2 + ß3x3. This has the effect of replacing x2 by F*(0, 1 + ß3ip32, ß3), and

hence of replacing p2 by p^, where

dp2=\l + ß3*32\2dp2+\ß3\2dp3.

Thus we have u, » p2 » u3.   D

The following example shows that we can have ri < «" in the above proof.

Example. Let Ex = {z: \z\ <§}, let E2 = {z: j < \z\ < 1}, and set g¡ =

Xç, i = 1, 2. Let H = ?NL(gx, g2; Wr) (t is defined in Example 3.1), and set

S = Wr\H. Then g¡ G ker S*, i = 1, 2; hence, S is 2-cyclic with cychc normal

extension WT. On the other hand, if we let x, = g¡ in the above proof, then we

have «" = 2.   □

The pair (p.; Fx, . .., Fn) will be called a standard representation for the

«-cychc subnormal operator 5 if

(1) ft = (px,. . ., ft,,) is a sequence of measures with ri < « and px » p^

»    • » /v;
(2) Fx, . . ., Fn are elements of L2(p) with F„ .. ., F„, having the form (3);

and

(3) S is unitarily equivalent to W^jj, where H = 9H(F„ .. ., F„; JF^).

In view of the previous theorem, every n-cychc subnormal operator has a

standard representation. One obvious example of an n-cychc subnormal

operator is S = U^ ffi U^ © • • • © U^, where u, is a measure with compact

support, 1 < j < «, and ft, > ftj > • ♦ * > ft,. Let ft » ( ft,,..., ft,) and let

Fy = (0,..., 0, 1, 0,..., 0) (the "1" appearing in the/th position). A stan-

dard representation for S is (ft; F„ . .., F„). Let H2(p) = ^(F,,..., Fn;

W¿ and let U^ = fFj^^ so that S sa f/ In particular, if ft * m, 1 < j <

«, then we will write m" for ft. The operator Um. is just the unilateral shift of

multiplicity «. We will study the subnormal operators quasisimilar to U^ in

the next section.

Corollary 3.3. Suppose S: H -* H is subnormal and finitely cyclic with

minimal normal extension T: K-* K. Then there exists x G H such that

vy « vx for each y G K.

Proof. Let (p; F„ ..., Fa) be a standard representation for S, where

ft = (u„ ..., ft,,). By Lemma 2.4, we have vc < px for each G G L2(p). But

vFl = px.   D

For a beautiful proof of the following proposition, see Morrel [11].

Proposition 3.4. If T: H —* H, then T has reducing subspaces H0 and Hx

such that T\H is normal, T\H is completely nonnormal, and H = H0® Hx.

Furthermore,

H0 =   D  ka{TJT*k - T*kTj).
j.k>0
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Proposition 3.4 yields a canonical decomposition of an operator T into a

normal part and a completely nonnormal part. We will call this decomposi-

tion the normal decomposition of T. We should mention that a completely

nonnormal subnormal operator is usually said to be completely subnormal or

pure.

An operator S is said to be dominant (cf. [12]) if ran(5 — X) c ran(5 — À)*

for each X G C. In particular, every hyponormal operator is dominant.

Proposition 3.5. Let S and T be dominant operators with normal decomposi-

tions S0® Sx on H = H0@ Hx and F0 © T, on K= K0® Kx, respectively.

Suppose there exist operators X: H -» K and Y: K^> H such that X and Y

have no kernel, XS = TX, and SY = YT. Then S0 sa T0.

Proof. Let

H2 = (YK0y, K2 = (XH0)~,

Xo — X\h0: Hq ~* Ki>     Y0 = Ylzj K0 -> H2,

$2 — S\h2> T2 = T\Ki.

By [12, Theorem 1] S2 and T2 are normal. From [12, Lemma 2] it follows that

H2 and K2 reduce S2 and T2, respectively. Therefore, H2 c H0 and K2 c K0.

Since X0 and Y0 have no kernel, from [5, Lemma 4.1] it follows that S0 — T2

and T0 sa S2. Hence [9] S0 sa T0.   O

Let T: K -» K be a normal operator on a separable Hilbert space with

spectral measure P so that T = jz dP(z). Let ft = ( u,, p?,.. . ) be a sequence

of measures, and let V: K -» L2(p) be a unitary operator such that T ss W^

via F. Let L|(ft) be those elements F of L2(jt) for which F = 0 a.e. [ft] on

C \ £. Then P(£) (or, more precisely, FP(£)F*) is the projection of L2(p)

onto LE(p). In particular, F is a set of spectral measure zero for T if, and only

if, pj(E) = 0 for each/ > 1.
A contraction A operating on H is said to be completely nonunitary (c.n.u.)

if no subspace of H reduces A to a unitary operator.

Proposition 3.6. Suppose S is a c.n.u. subnormal contraction on a separable

Hilbert space H with minimal normal extension T: K -» K. If E c ^ is a set of

Lebesgue measure zero, then E is a set of spectral measure zero for T.

Proof. First, suppose S is «-cychc with standard representation (p.;

F„ . . ., F„), where ft = (ft,, ..., ft,,). Since

Wp\m.(Ft;Wr) — U^,

the operator t/Mi is c.n.u. By a result of Clary [4, Lemma 4.5] this is possible

only if u, « m. Therefore, ft|ir< m because ft « ft,. The proof is complete

for the finitely cychc case.
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For the general case, let {e,, e2,.. . } be an orthonormal basis of H, let

/, = ex,   and   let fk   be   the   orthogonal   projection   of   ek   into   K ©

*(«!• • • • ,%-p ri so that # = 9l(/,; F) © 9l(/2; T) ©_We must

show that "/Jg-< w- Let Hn = ^(e,,..., e„; S), and let Sn = Sl^. The

minimal normal extension of S„ is T\¡^, where

K„ = <3l(ex, ...,en;T)= 9l(/,; F) © • • • ©9l(/„; T).

By the first part of this proof, vA$<. m, I < k < n. Since n was arbitrary, the

proof is complete.   □

4. Subnormal operators of type S„. We now come to the main results.

Suppose S and S' are quasisimilar subnormal operators. In the previous

section we showed that their normal parts must be unitarily equivalent. In

this section we find additional hypotheses which imply that their completely

subnormal parts must be quasisimilar. A complete characterization of those

subnormal operators quasisimilar to a unilateral shift of finite multiplicity is

also given in Theorem 4.4.

Proposition 4.1. Let S: H —» H be a subnormal operator with standard

representation (ft; F„ . .., Fn), where ft = (ft,, . . ., ft,,). Suppose supp ft Q D

and ft|«r<s m, 1 <j < ri. In addition, suppose there is a bounded operator X:

H -» H2(m") with dense range satisfying XS = U^Ji. Then

(a) ri = «,
(b) X is one-to-one,

(c) ft. and m are mutually absolutely continuous.

Proof. Let ft, = (u,0, . . . , fi„,0), where p^ = ft,.^. Let H0 =

91t(F„ . . . , F„; W^, and set S0 = FFJ*,. As in [4, Lemma 4.5-y], the

operator X induces an operator X0: H0^> H2(mn) with X0F = XF for each

F G <Dlt(F„ .. ., F„; WJ. Now X0 has an extension X0: L2(p¿) -» L2(m")

such that X0\H<¡ = X0 and XqW^ = W^q (cf. [5, Corollary 5.1]). By a

lemma of Douglas [5, Lemma 4.1], (ker A^)"1" reduces W , (ran -Xq)- reduces

W^and

^^(kerXo)"1  ■ ^m-liranXo)" •

But (ran X0)~ D i/2(m"), and so (ran XJ~ = L2(m").

Suppose F G ker X0, F ¥- 0. Let K = 91 (F; W^. Then

^i,)1 © »g* « W.« © Wjx-

But Vjp <s m; therefore Wm, © JFJ/c is (« + l)-cyclic by Lemma 2.2. This

contradiction shows that X0 and, a fortiori, X have no kernel. Thus, W sa

fFm,, and «' = «. It now follows that p^ and «t are mutually absolutely

continuous.   □
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Suppose an operator S is subnormal and «-cychc with standard representa-

tion (fi; F,, ..., F„), where fi = (u,, . .., ft,,). The operator S is said to be of

type S„ if and only if ri = « and ft is of type S, 1 < / < «. The next two

lemmas together show that if 5 is of type S„, then S is quasisimilar to the

unilateral shift of multiplicity «.

Lemma 4.2. Suppose S: H —» H is a subnormal operator of type S„. Then

there is a quasiinvertible operator X: H -> H2(m") such that XS = U^^X.

Proof. Let (ft; F„ . .., F„) be a standard representation for S, where

4 -(*!> •'••.**-!. i,o,..., 0).
Let if = 9li,(F„ .. ., F„; WJ and set S = W^jj. For convenience, let fa =

1 and \¡/kj — 0 for/ > A, 1 < A < «. We assert that there exist outer functions

g„ .. ., g„ in H2 such that for any set of « polynomials {/>„...,pn) we have

"A
dmIftfcf S   F* >rV-r—    a.e. [m],    1 < i < «.

Suppose for now that this assertion is true. Define G„ . .., Gn G H2(m") by

Gk = (0,. .., 0, gk, 0, . .., 0), the gk appearing in the Ath position. Then we

may define X: H -* ^(m") by XFk = Gk and XS = i/mJf. A straightfor-

ward computation shows that this defines a bounded operator. Since

g,, .. ., g„ are outer, X has dense range. Suppose (/,, . . ., /„) G H and

-*T/i> •••>/,) = 0- Choose polynomials pjk, 1 < A < «, / > 1, such that

2*.iy*-»(/i. ...,/„) in £ and such that *QfcF, + • • • +^BF„)-^0
pointwise a.e. [m"]. This means that pJkgk -» 0 pointwise a.e. [m] on 5" and

Fy*& -» 0 pointwise everywhere in D. Since gt is outer, this is possible only if

^•"k-\PjkFk -*° pointwise a.e. [ft]; that is, (/,, ...,/„) = 0.

We now prove the assertion above by induction on «. If « = 1, let g, be an

outer function with |g,|2 = dpxJdm. Suppose « > 2 and suppose the result is

true with « — 1 in place of «. Then there are outer functions g,,. . ., g„_, in

H2 such that

\Pi&\

B-l

< 2
;-i

n-l

2 Pk^kj
k-j

for any set of (« — 1) polynomials px,. . . ,/>„_,. Let gn be an outer function

such that | gj2 = dp„/dm. For 1 < i < « — 1, let

. |*J2   '
y-i

Then /log <p¡ dm > — oo. Indeed, fix /', 1 < i < « — 1, and let

E=[zG^:9i(z) = ^-1\gi(z)\2y

*=|&|2nùn  2—f 2(" - » S l^l2^
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Then

while

j log <p¡dm = j log
lar

2« - 1
dm > —oo

> -ii2(" - l)t^)dm+L^ TS dm > —•

Therefore, there is an outer function g, G //2 such that | g,|2 = q>¡.

Now let {/?„ . . . ,pn) be a set of « polynomials and suppose 1 < i <

n — 1. By our choice of g,, we have

f n-lln-1

foaf < (2« - l)->,.g,f < (2« - I)"

Suppose

n-l

2y-i

n-l

2 F**«
k-j

dPj

dm
a.e. [j»J.

{ Í
7=1

n-l

2   F*«rW
k-j

A}><
dm í ^ yft

1 •£ 4b

(4)

(5)

on a set E0 of positive Lebesgue measure. We will show that on this set

\P^\2<\Pn\2^    a.e.[m].

(The following inequalities will all hold a.e. [m] on E0.) Indeed, by (5) for

!</<«-!

n-l

2 Pk^kj
k-j

dPj
<

dm     2« T 21 <-i

n-l

2 Pk^ki
k-i

dp, dpj
-í-L + 2|p Ú I-2-.
dm dm

(We are using here the following fact: if \z + w\2x <y, then |z|2x < 2y +

2|w|2x, where z and w are complex and x and>> are positive reals.) Addition

of these inequalities yields

n-l

2y-i
Hence,

n-l

2 Pk^kj
k-j

dpj < 2(« - 1)

dm       2« — 1

n-l

2
7=1

n-l

2 Pk^kj
k-j

^4- Vl-   t    l2^"
dm 7-1 dm

n-l

2
7-1

n-l

2 Pk4>kj
k-j dm     w' (jf-ogwá)-
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Combining this inequality with (4) yields

M/<l>n|2(2(/I-l)2ilW2^)

or

. -i

^»-o|>/*)"*<W*.

Finally, from the definition of g„

|F,|2|a|2<|Fn|2^    a.e.[m]    on£0.    Q

Lemma 4.3. Let S: H —> H be subnormal with standard representation (p.;

Fi> ■ • - » F„% where f* — (ft,,..., ft,). Suppose that, for 1 < / < n,

(a) supp ft Ç Z>,

(b)ft|;r<m,

(c) ft is not carried by the zero set of any element of H2.

Then there exists a quasiinvertible operator Y: H2(m") —> H such that YU„¿, =

SY.

Proof. Let H = 9lt(F„ . . ., F„; WJ and set S = W^ñ. Let Ffc =

(^„ . .. , fa), 1 < A < «. For convenience, we have set fa ■» 1, 1 < k < m

and 4>Jk = 0, 1 < / < A < «. Define a measure vk by

n

¿** = 2 |*y|2 *7-
7-1

For each A, 1 < A < «, there exists a function A¿ e L'(m) such that Rk > 0

a.e. [m] and

/l/]2^</|7f **<*"<»
-'B •'sr

for every/ G H°°. (Cf. [4, Lemma 4.4a] or [6, pp. 454-455]. The integral on

the left-hand side is over the open disk only.) Let gk be an outer function in

Hm such that

|&|2-(l +J^ +A)    ,    1 <A<«.

Define Y: H2(mn) -+Hby

y(0,...,0, 1,0, ...,0) = gkFk   and    YU^ = SY.
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For arbitrary polynomials/;,,. .. ,pn,

I     n ||2

unF„...,F„)iiH 2f*&*í
k-\

"      -     n 2

= 2/2 PkZk^kj dp
j-iJ k-i

<«Ji/n2I&I2(.2|^|2^)

<n\\(px, ...,p„™ m"-

Thus Y is bounded. By our choice of gx,.. ., gn, their reciprocals belong to

H2; hence, Y has dense range. Suppose

0 = Y(hx, .. ., AJ =     2 hkgkfa, ...,     2    hk8k^k.n-v K8n )■

Since |g„| > 0 a.e. [ft,], the function A„ must vanish a.e. [ft,]. By hypothesis

(c), we must have h„ = 0 in H2. But then the (« — l)st coordinate of

Y(hx.AJ is An_,g„_,. By the same argument A„_, = 0. Continuing in

this way, we see that A, = • • • = A„ = 0; that is, Y is one-to-one.   □

Theorem 4.4. Suppose S is subnormal. Then S-í/m. if and only if S is of

type S„.

Proof. If S is of type S„, then Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 together imply

that 5 ~~ Um.. Conversely, suppose S-í/„-. Trivially, S is «-cychc, and

by Proposition 3.5, S is cn.u. Let (ft; F„ .. ., F„) be a standard representa-

tion for S, where p = (px,.. ., ft,.). Let H = <Dll(F„.. ., F„; IFJ. Without

loss of generality, we may assume that S = W \H. There exist quasiinvertible

operators X: H -+ H2(m") and Y: H2(m")^>H such that S-£/„. via

(X, Y). The proof will be by induction on «. For « = 1, the result is Theorem

4.5 of [4]. Suppose « > 1 and suppose the theorem is true with « — 1 in place

of«.

Since o(S) = o(U^.) = D, it is easy to see that supp pk c D, I < k < ri.

Let ft«, = fijtlg- and set p0 = (pi0> . . ., /vo). By Proposition 3.6, ft«,«: m,

1 < A < «'. Thus, we may apply Proposition 4.1 to conclude that ri = « and

that m « fi«,, 1 < A < «'. Let H0 = 9lt(F„ . . ., F„; W^, and let S0 =

W \Ho. As in the proof of Proposition 4.1, the operator X induces an operator

X0: H0 -* H2(m") such that X0F = XF for each F G H and X0S0 = í/^Jf,,-

In view of Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 4.3, X0 has no kernel and S0-£/„».
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To apply the inductive hypothesis, let Hx = "311 (F„ .. ., F„_,; 50), let 5, =

S0\Hi, and let Xx = X0\H¡. Then í/rf|(MÍ|)- is an (« - l)-cyclic isometry with

no unitary part; that is, Umn\(T¡mXiy sa Utt-u

Again by Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 4.3, Sx ~~ U^-i. A standard

representation for Sx is (ft„; F„ . . . , F„_x), where Mo = (Mio> •••> Mn-i,o)-

Hence by the inductive hypothesis, the measures Mi» • • • > fti-i are of type S.

Since quasisimilar isometries are unitarily equivalent [8], there exists a unitary

operator F,: Hx -» H2(m"~l) such that Sx sa U^-i via F,. The operator F,

extends to a unitary operator Vx: L2(/i0) -» L2(m"-1) such that W^ sa Wm*-i

via F, [5, CoroUary 5.1]. Let <p„ = (dp„/dm)x/2 and define a unitary operator

V2: L2(po) -► L2(m") by F2(/„ ...,/„) = (/„..., /„_„ ,>„/„), where

Vu • • JL-i) - W„ • • • >/n-i)- Finally, let #2 = F2/f0, let S2 - PPJ^
and set F, - (1, 0, . . . , 0), F2 = (0, 1, 0, . . . , 0), . . . , F„_, =

(0,... , 0, 1, 0) andF„ = V2Fn = (<p„ .. .,*>„_„ <p„).

Then ¿f2 ~ 9fc(*i» • • • » '»i **■•)> an<^ again using the fact that quasisimi-

lar isometries are unitarily equivalent, there is a unitary operator V3: H2—>

H2(m") such that S2 sa u*. via F3. Let (gJX, .. ., gjn) = V3Fp 1 < / < «. By

the unitary equivalence the following equalities hold a.e. [m]:

n

2   Sikgjk =0.        ! < ' </ < ri
k-\

2 m2-1,    i</<«,*—i

2    ijkSnk = <P,> 1  < / < «,
/t-1

and

n n

2 |a*|2 = 2 \<pk\2-
k—l k—l

For example, if 1 </</<« and/? and q are arbitrary polynomials, then

= 2 /(Fa*) ( ?a*)dw = /f?( fc2 acâ*)**"-

In particular, the Fourier coefficients of the function 2*_, a*â* are •" zero'

which is possible only if 2£_, g,*]** = 0 a.e. [m].

To finish the proof, we must show that / log (dp^/dm) > — oo. We assert

that

¿=KI2=|det(a,)|2 ■*[■»]•
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Indeed,

|det(a,)|2 = det(ajdet(a*) - det(gJk)dct(gJk)* = det|£ a*a*)

= det

<p,     <p2

-|m|2- $1»"W ""Ai-

1

<Pn-l

<Pl

^2

<Ï>»-1

2"*-,kl2

But det(a*:) G Ar2/" and since dp„/dm is not the zero function,

/log
¿ft.
dm

dm > — oo.    □

The following example shows that Theorem 4.4 does not generalize in any

obvious way to include the case in which S is not finitely cyclic.

Example. Let ft = (m, m,. . .). Let <p G L2(m) be a cychc vector for Wm,

let <p, be the orthogonal projection of <p into H2, and let <p2 = qo — <p,. Define

Fj G L2(p) as follows:

F, = (1, 0,. .. ),

F2 = ("P2> 1, 0, . . . ),

F3 = (0, z, 1, 0, . . . ),

F4 - (0, 0, z, 1, 0,.. . ),

Let H = 9!L({F,}jl,; Pf^) and set S = WJ^. The operator S is an isometry,

and in view of Theorem 4.4, one might suspect that S is quasisimilar to a

unilateral shift of infinite multiplicity. But, this is not the case because

F = (<p, 0, 0,. . . ) G H. Indeed, (q>x, 0, . .. ) is obviously in H. Also,

F2 - zF3 + z% - z% + • • - +z2"F2n+2

- (<p2, 0,.. ., 0, z2", 0,. . . ) e H.

Therefore, (tp2, 0, . . . ) G H, and hence F = (<p, + <p2, 0, ... ) G H. Now

S\çxnF;Sy is unitary, and therefore S cannot be quasisimilar to a unilateral

shift.   □

We now come to the second main result of this section which, under

appropriate conditions, extends Proposition 3.5.
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Theorem 4.5. Let S and S' be subnormal with normal decompositions

Sq ffi Sx: Hq © H, —» Hq © H,    <z«u    Sq ffi o,: «q © H, —* /iq © //,.

Suppose  S'x  is of type  S„.   Then  S—~ S' if, and only  if, S0 sa S¿ and

Sx-S¡.

Proof. If S0 - S¿ and 5,-S{, then trivially S ~~ S'. Conversely,

suppose S ~~ S" via (X, Y). By Proposition 3.5, S0 sa S¿. Furthermore, by

Theorem 4.4 we may assume that 5,' sa U^. Let A", = X\H and let P be the

orthogonal projection of H' onto /f",'. As shown in the proof of Proposition

3.5, XH0 c H¿. It follows that (PXxXHx) is dense in H[ and that (PXX)SX =

S{(PXX). Therefore, Sx is cychc of order at least n. On the other hand,

repeating this argument with Y in place of X shows that Sx is cychc of order

at most «. Thus Sx is «-cychc. By Proposition 4.1 the operator PXX has no

kernel and the minimal normal extension of Sx is «-cyclic. In view of Lemma

4.3, Sx—— S{. Therefore the operator 5, is of type S„ by Theorem 4.4.   □

Corollary. Suppose S is subnormal with normal decompositon S0 © Sx. In

addition, suppose Sx is n-cyclic. Then S is quasisimilar to an isometry if, and

onfy if, S0 is unitary and Sx is of type S„.

Proof. If S0 is unitary and 5, is of type S„, then 5-S0 ffi U^.

Conversely, suppose S —— V, where Fis an isometry with Wold decomposi-

tion V0 © F,. Then S0 sa F0 (Proposition 3.5); that is, SQ is unitary. Further-

more, arguing as in the proof of Theorem 4.5, F, is a shift of finite

multiplicity «. Therefore Sx —— Vx and by Theorem 4.4 Sx is of type §„.   □

Theorem 4.5 is false when S,' is a shift of infinite multiplicity even if S0 is

unitary. The author is indebted to Professor Thomas Kriete for pointing out

the existence of a measure with the necessary properties for this example.

Example. Let ft be a measure such that

(1) supp pe D,

(2)p(^)>0,
(3) / \og(dp/ dm) dm = — oo,

(4) Uß is completely subnormal.

(Such measures exist. Indeed, let C0 be the Cesàro operator and choose ft

such that (/ — C0) sa Ur See Theorem 8 and the proof of Theorem 2 in [10].)

Let ft, = flic and let Mo * (ft> ft> • • • )• ^et v = (p,m,m, .. .) and let

v> = (m,m,...). Then W^ © U,-W^ © U,, but U, and Uv are not

quasisimilar.

Proof. Define X: L2(pq) © H2(v)^>L2(p¿ © #V) and Y: L2Qi¿>®

H2(i/)-*L2(p0)®H2(y)by

X{Uuh • • • ) © (gl, 82, ■■■)) = Ul,/l>/2> •••)©(&.&.•••)
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and

Y((fx,f2, ... ) © (g„ to ...» - Vuf» • • • ) © («i, to • • • )•
Here, <p is an outer function in H°° such that the mapping g*-^gtp defines a

bounded, quasiinvertible operator from H2(m) into H2(p) (cf. Lemma 4.3).

An easy verification shows that

W^ © U,-W^ © U,   via (X, Y).

Now, suppose there exists a bounded operator Xx : H2(v) -> H2ty) such that

Xx U, = UyXx. Let H be those elements in H2(v) of the form

(/,0,0,...),       fGH2(p).

By [10, Theorem 1] XX\H is the zero operator because of condition (3) on ft.

Therefore U, and U, cannot be quasisimilar.
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